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2023 IEEE Presidency Theme

Focus for IEEE’s Volunteer Leadership

Explore the professional needs and interests of working technologists and their interactions with civil society

Build interpersonal relationships, trust, and respect for a productive year working together as a team

Civil society is used in the sense of the aggregate of non-governmental organizations and institutions that manifest interests and the will of society at large.
IEEE 2023
Board of Directors Retreat Focus

INNOVATE
COORDINATE
COMMUNICATE
COOPERATE
Synergy among IEEE’s areas of focus

MEMBER
409,000 + Members
10 Regions
39 Societies

TECHNOLOGY

EDUCATION

STANDARDS
Over 1300 Standards Published

CLIMATE CHANGE
2023 IEEE Ad Hoc Committees on

- Coordinating IEEE’s Response to Climate Change
- Coordinating IEEE’s Response to Multimedia-Based Digital Reality Technologies
- IEEE President-Elect Campaign Pilot Program
- Innovating Funding Models
IEEE Ad Hoc Committee on Coordinating IEEE’s Response to Climate Change

- Chair Tariq Durrani
- IEEE has both the opportunity and the responsibility to assist in organizing the response of engineers, scientists, and technical professionals to address the causes, mitigate the impact, and adapt to climate change
IEEE: Enabling Innovation and Technology Solutions
What Can you Do to Serve Humanity?

Clean Tech Solutions for Climate Change.
IEEE at UN Climate Change Conference
IEEE’s Presence in COP27
Partnership with International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)

Energy Transition Education Network
Speakers at the IRENA Panel

International Renewable Energy Agency
COP27 Event by IRENA

Energy Transition Education Network
In Collaboration with the World Federation of Engineering Organizations and Engineering Institute of Canada
WFEO/EIC/IEEE Participants at COP27
IEEE can be a solution partner

https://spectrum.ieee.org/6-solutions-to-climate-change
Forum on Energy Interconnection in Asia Pacific

Supported By: HCMUT
3rd, March 2023
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Our section leaders can be empowered as solution providers to address Climate Change
IEEE Climate Change Website

https://climate-change.ieee.org

Email: ccircc@ieee.org
IEEE Climate Change Collection (ICCC)

As the world's largest organization of technical professionals, IEEE has both the opportunity and the responsibility to assist in organizing the response of engineers, scientists, and technical professionals across the world to address the causes, mitigate the impact, and adapt to climate change.

IEEE's scholarly publications, conference proceedings, technical standards, and other materials help foster the exchange of technical knowledge and information for the critical climate issues that our planet faces today.

View the IEEE Climate Change Collection in IEEE Xplore®
Online Forum on Climate Change to Showcase Many IEEE Activities

- IEEE Online Forum on Climate Change Technology would be of interest to a great number of people both inside and outside IEEE.
- Online conference will have the largest contact to members and non-members.
- IEEE Online Forum on Climate Change Technology will showcase the breadth of Technologies across all of IEEE.
- Interesting talks, reviews, roadmaps, panels, and industry speakers will be presented live, online, and available for on-demand viewing after the conference.
Links to Spectrum

Spectrum just launched a curated page that links directly to articles in Xplore’s Climate Change Collection.

IEEE Climate Change Collection

IEEE’s scholarly publications, conference proceedings, technical standards and other materials help foster the exchange of technical knowledge and information for the critical climate issues that our planet faces today.

View the collection on IEEE Xplore.

Visitors must visit two landing pages before they can begin to hunt for material relevant to them. Experienced Xplore users will find what they need, but newbies might be frustrated.
The Ecosystem for IEEE’s Climate Sustainability Work
IEEE Sections Congress 2023

The triennial gathering of Section leadership bringing together hundreds of delegates from all ten Regions to network, learn and collectively shape the future of IEEE.

Registration Open


Date
11-13 August 2023

Location
Ottawa, Canada
Section and Chapter Leaders

*Our dedicated volunteers supporting their local communities*

- Need to be empowered to deliver programs locally
- Demonstrate the value of IEEE among their colleagues and students locally
- Raise their needs and expectations to the attention of the higher-level leadership of IEEE
Our efforts can be the seeds that will help IEEE bloom into a mature tree over the next year and beyond 2023
Thank you
IEEE at UN Climate Change Conference (COP28) in Dubai, UAE